A Word from the Co-Author
Hi, this is Blue Bear. I know both Wild
Raptor and I haven’t been making
new issues lately, so I would like to
apologise on behalf of her. Now, as
you have noticed, all of the text is in
the same font (well, for my columns,
anyway). I just thought it looked
more professional that way, don’t you
think?

Bearville Spotlight

This Bearville blog is owned by none other than me!
Yes, I know it says Princess on the banner, but that’s
what most people online know me as. Here’s what
Marina, another BV blogger and one of my best online
friend has to say about it.
Bearville is my Kryptonite
Join date: October 2013!
Quote: “[Just because I have rare items,] I won’t be one
of those really mean and rude rare people who ask you
to shove off just because you’re not like them.”!

Summary: I can’t give a better summary than blog
owner PrincessSparkleBear308, so here’s what she
says about her blog in her opening post:
What I will be posting [on this blog] is like what new
stuff I’ve bought, my outfit today, distinct changes in
BABV (now known as Bearville) and you know, stuff
like that.
Princess’ posts, like Abi’s, usually include her outfits
of the day, but her main focus is what happens to her
on Bearville. As of October 2014, she also blogs about
her daily life (in order to not become inactive). She is
also more into the trading scene than any other BVWP
member except for Casey, so be sure to check her out
if you want to hear about her trading experiences!
*Note: Marina’s blog will be featured in the next issue.

Sorbets and sherbets are similar, but there are some
important differences. For example, sorbets are
friendly to lactose-intolerant individuals since they
don't contain any dairy products. Sherbet on the other
hand can contain dairy in it. Despite that difference,
the two icy treats are very similar in their base
ingredients. Sorbets are made with puréed fruits,
sugar, and water and sherbets are made with those
three same ingredients. But while sherbets are made
with the same ingredients, they also can contain milk,
gelatin, or egg whites. In fact, most brands of sherbet
sold in supermarkets contain from 1 percent to 2
percent milk fat or cream. In contrast, sorbets never
contain any type of dairy product. Sorbets also have a
somewhat softer consistency.
Source: http://recipes.howstuffworks.com/foodfacts/sherbet-vs-sorbet.htm

Hello, and welcome to my graphic shop! Some
examples of my work are shown below, as well as in
the Bearville Spotlight column (yes, I made my
banner).
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{The Poptropica Paper}
Hey, and you’re reading

The Gazette’s mini-

newspaper, {The Poptropica Paper}, managed by Blue
Bear. To start off, the first issue will include an
introduction to Poptropica, some people you should
add as a friend and a couple of useful links.
Poptropica is nothing like Bearville, which is about
trading and rareness and, well, bears. Poptropica, on
the other hand, is about solving mysteries and
completing islands. I'm going to give you the full
heads-up on Poptropica. Okay, so when you arrive on
the website, click 'New Player'. I've forgotten whether
there's a tutorial, so if there is, do it. If there isn't, you
should see a map with lots of different island names
(this should also appear after the tutorial). Oh, and I
forgot to add - before you see the map in the very first
part, they'll ask you for your age, then you'll be able to
customise your Poptropican and Poptropica name. As
you should be able to tell, they're very particular about
safety issues and give you prewritten names. Some of
them are really stupid, though, so be sure to choose a
nice one! However, if you find that the Poptropican
with a name you like looks ugly, just change her skin
tone and hair colour. If you still think she looks ugly,
don't worry! The skin tone and hair colour are what
matters most, because you won't be able to change
them. There's a 'costumising' feature in Poptropica,

allowing you to get the hair, clothes and mouth from
almost every character you meet in Poptropica. In
several exceptional cases, though, you won't be able to
costumise handheld items (apart from dummies you'll
sometimes see in certain islands) and stuff from the
Poptropica store. So click on any of the islands on the
map (non-coloured ones do NOT mean you can't play
them - they just mean you have a smaller screen,
since they haven't been updated with sound effects
yet). Click on the left or right of the map to look at
more islands. I recommend Shark Tooth Island, Early
Poptropica or 24 Carrot Island, as these are fairly easy
and straightforward. Anyway, after you've clicked on
one, you'll see a loading screen. After it's loaded, you
will see your Poptropica character. You'll probably see
some people, who, when you click on them, will talk to
you. You'll have to talk to several people and collect
some stuff. Oh, and one more thing: if you want to save
your game (there's a save button at the bottom right
hand corner of the screen {not applicable to soundupdated islands}), there should be a screen popping
out, telling you to save your game by creating an
actual account. I strongly recommend this, because
there are lots of benefits. After creating your account,
go to your homepage (you should be able to tell where
it is) and add me as a friend by clicking the yellow plus
sign. That's about all there is to Poptropica! If you have
any other questions, feel free to ask me.
Links:
Poptropica
Wildly Blue – Blue Bear and Wild Raptor’s PT Blog
Poptropica Help Blog – Slanted Fish, SamWow5,
HPuterpop and several others.
Poptropica Avatar Studio
Friends:

Blue Bear: SomebunnySweet
Wild Raptor: Xuan0310
Comment below if you would like your username to be
featured in the next issue!

